Roll in the new

Raising the profile of plants

In this edition, we look at ways of lifting planting off the ground, be it in elevated pots or on the wall. As you can see, there are many ways to take your workplace plants to another level. No wonder office greenery is on the rise…

Elevate your plants

for a greener world
A natural oasis in the heart of the capital

A feature living wall, bespoke seating planters and a range of interesting planting throughout the office brought a rich and natural feel to this Crown Estates building right in the heart of London.

The considered design of this planting scheme helped the building achieve its prestigious BREEAM certification.
Introducing new wall planters in Ember & White
Integrating nature with good design

Our Urban Planters North West team have shown how intelligently thought out planting can create impact at this global firm’s new UK headquarters in Crewe. The building was designed to be a productive and nurturing workspace, which would attract the best local talent into the fold.

Radius commissioned a range of live and artificial planting which appears integral to the building, including this striking artificial wall at the entrance.